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Probative value of forensic comparison depends on:
P(E|H)/p(E|A)
Draft ASA Statement: To evaluate the weight of any set 
of observations made on questioned and control 
samples, it is necessary to relate the probability of 
making these observations if the samples came from 
the same source, to the probability of making these 
observations if the questioned sample came from 
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What is p(E|A)?What is p(E|H)?
What are the 
chances of these 
observations if the 
items are the same?
And what are the 
chances if the items are 
different?
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Traditional Approach: Discerning Uniqueness
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Traditional Categorical Reporting
(SWGDOC)
• Identification (definite conclusion of identity)
• Strong probability (highly probably, very probable)
• Probable
• Indications (evidence to suggest)
• No conclusion (totally inconclusive, indeterminate)
• Indications did not
• Probably did not
• Strong probability did not
• Elimination
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Traditional Approach
Problems
• Difficulty of distinguishing feature sets that 
are unique from those that are merely rare
• Failure to acknowledge uncertainty/inaccuracy 
in identifications and exclusions
Possible Solution
• Reporting error rates based on empirical 
studies as recommended by PCAST
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Balance of Likelihoods Approach
What are the 
chances of these 
observations if the 
items are the same?
And what are the 
chances if the items are 
different?
Examiner should think about probability…
and then tell us what he/she thinks
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Balance of Likelihoods Approach
Expert describes strength of evidence with:
• Likelihood ratio (LR)—p(E|H)/p(E|A)
• Strength of Support Statement 
– E.g., “it is far more probable that this degree of similarity would 
occur when comparing the latent print with the defendant’s 
finger than with someone else’s finger.” (Expert Working Group 
on Human Factors in Latent Print Analysis, 2012)
• May be derived from statistical models based on 
empirical data
• May also reflect subjective judgments based on 
training and experience
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Strength of Support Statements
(AFSP, 2009)
Numerical expression of probative 
strength (likelihood ratio)
Verbal expression of probative strength




10 000–1 000 000 Very strong
>1 000 000 Extremely strong
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Balance of Likelihoods Approach
Concerns:
• Appropriateness/legitimacy of subjective LRs.
• Taking account of all sources of uncertainty (Lund & Iyer)
• Determining appropriate reference population 
• Will jurors undervalue source conclusions presented in this 
manner?
• Will jurors misunderstand conclusion presented in this 
manner?
– Confusing LRs with posterior odds
– Confusing statements about strength of support for a 
hypothesis conclusions about the probability a hypothesis is 
true
– Insensitivity to non-forensic evidence
14
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Two-Step Approach
1. Determine whether items are 
distinguishable—i.e., p(E|H) falls below some 
threshold
– If so, report an exclusion
– If not, report inclusion/failure to distinguish
2. Characterize probative value of inclusion
• Random match probability—p(not excluded|A)
• Qualitative Statement—e.g., “The likelihood of a 
failure to exclude when two impressions are made by 
different sources is extremely low” 
15
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Two Step Approach
Concerns
• Appropriate standard of inclusion/exclusion?
• Legitimacy of subjective RMPs
• Failure to take account of p(E|H)
• Uncertainty in statistical models (Lund & Iyer)
• Determining appropriate reference population
• Juror misunderstanding
– Confusing RMPs with source probabilities 
16
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Bayesian Updating Approach
Examiner draws conclusions about posterior 
odds by combining LR with an estimate of (or 








• Examiner can address directly the question the legal 
system needs to answer
• Examiner can express conclusions with a higher level of 
certainty (than would be possible by basing conclusions 
solely on the physical evidence.
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What should examiner 
assume about p(H), p(A)?
• NO Assumption—
– limits examiner to statements about p(E|H,A)
• Standard Assumption (made in every case)
– p(H) = p(A) = 0.5 (equal priors)
– p(H) = 1/N, where N is number of people on earth
• Case-Specific Assessment (based on non-forensic evidence)
– p(H) = 1/N, where N is the “population of plausible suspects”
– p(H) = p(common source|C), where C is all or some portion of 
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Bayesian Updating Approach
Concerns
• Are examiners “invading the jury’s province” 
or “usurping the jury’s function”?
• Do jurors understand that the examiner’s 
conclusion depends partly on considerations 
beyond the features of the physical evidence?
• What if the jurors don’t agree with examiner’s 
prior?
19
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Appropriate Reference Population
• Voice comparison expert is asked to compare 
recordings of suspect’s voice with recordings of 
criminal offender who has a deep male voice with 
a Boston accent.  Crime occurred in Los Angeles.
• What is the appropriate reference population?
– Human beings?
– Males?
– Males with deep voices?
– Males with a Boston accent?
– Males with deep voices in Southern California?
– Males with deep voices in Boston?
20
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More on my views…
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